Thesis process _ Fact sheets a.y. 2019-2020

Subjects:
- mid October 2019: Padova students communicate to the dSEA International Office their preferred study area for the thesis research;
- beginning November 2019: the dSEA International Office finds out the dSEA supervisors that will propose to each students the title for the thesis;
- the same subject will be used for the thesis in ESC. Kevin Metz will be the ESC supervisor.

Timing:

**Option A)** Students end the thesis work **before mid October 2020**
In this first case, ESC degree jury will evaluate the thesis in November 2020. The degree ceremony will be in April or May 2021.
In Padova, if the exams will be finished in September-October 2020, the graduation can be in December 2020. Please remember to ask for the “domanda di laurea” in Uniweb (deadline: around mid October 2020).

**Option B)** Students end the thesis work **after mid October 2020**
In this second case, you can graduate in Padova in December 2020 or in the following session of 2021. In ESC the degree jury will evaluate the thesis in 2021 and the degree ceremony will be in 20212.

Contacts:
- dSEA: Greta Pesce, international.economia@unipd.it
- ESC: Kevin Metz, kevin.metz@esc-clermont.fr